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These recommendations from LinkedIn are for the work of Dan L. Hays in his current job as
Author/Speaker/Radio Show Host.

“Dan has an amazing gift and talent. He never ceases to inspire and teach through
his speaking and writing. The raw honesty that he conveys his story and experiences
is exceptional but it is more than the story, he blends it all in with the lesson and the
growth that it builds. I have also had the honor and pleasure of being a guest on
Dan's radio show, his warm style coupled with his insight and caring nature make
him an excellent interviewer. I highly recommend his work.” July 8, 2011
Edie Galley, Producer and Host, BFAWomen Radio

“For the past year or more, Dan L. Hays has been a contributing blogger to
www.lifeasahuman.com. Dan's creativity and willingness to delve into often-difficult
subject matter truly sets him apart. He is not only a writer who is passionate about
his craft; he is an explorer of the human psyche — our audiences value him and so
do those of us on the editorial team.” July 4, 2011
Top qualities: Personable, High Integrity, Creative
Kerry Slavens, Editor In Chief, Life As A Human Inc.

“It's a privilege for me to write these words for my friend Dan!
Through his insightful contributions to Life As A Human, I met Dan in 2010 via
Skype. While the introduction to each other was through this working relationship, I
have since come to call him a good friend. Dan is an open minded, conscientious and
warm hearted man. He is always ready to help others, is highly responsive and as
honest as the day is long. In a world where integrity is often hard to find, Dan
constantly demonstrates it through his actions and the way he handles life's gifts and
challenges. I have had the good fortune of being on his radio shows a few times
where Dan is an excellent moderator and host. He has a great sense of humor and is
one of those people who can brighten up your day if its not going so well. If you ever
get the opportunity to work with Dan on something, just do it. You wont be
disappointed!” July 2, 2011
Gil Namur, President & CEO, Life As A Human Inc.
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“Dan is a superb writer and he has a clarity of thought that I have rarely had the
pleasure to view. I had an opportunity to review his wonderful memoir entitled
"Freedom's Just Another Word" in my capacity as a book reviewer for the New York
Journal of Books.
I've also had a chance to read some of his poetry and short stories which are superb.
In addition, I have listened to his radio show where his energy and caring demeanor
shines! He is a welcome addition, in my opinion, for any writing or speaking
environment.” June 30, 2011
Laura Schultz, Book Reviewer, New York Journal of Books

“I highly recommend Dan Hays. For the past couple of years, I've come to respect
his desire to create an awareness of perseverance. From his book, he has given us
the memories of his experiences in his youth and of his relationship with his father--both made him strong and led to his success today as a great communicator. Dan
reaches out to people with his writing; he encourages and supports so many other
writers, like me, who regard him as an inspiration.” June 30, 2011
Teri Pinney, MBA, GPC, Education & Grant Writing Consultant, TERI PINNEY, MBA, GPC

“Dan L. Hays has been a highly valuable advisor to me in all matters concerning
writing, publishing, and marketing. Dan is a man of great integrity, competency, and
intelligence. He gives nothing less than excellence in all he does. It is with the
utmost confidence that I recommend him.” June 30, 2011
Top qualities: Personable, High Integrity, Creative
Randi Fine

“Dan is a consistent, thoughtful provider of content; his personal view of his work
and his understanding of his audience, plus his dedication to delivering high quality
material makes him a dependable source for informative and enlightening
information.” June 30, 2011
Michael Lebowitz, Owner/Photographer, The Long Run Picture Company
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“Dan describes himself as a writer but I think of him as a healer and motivator. His
articles and radio shows are soothing, inspiring, supportive and very constructive.
I think he is fast becoming an expert in abuse and trauma recovery.” November 23,
2010
Sophie Lhoste, Master Healer and Energy Healing mentor, Attunements for the Soul

“Dan is a wonderfully engaging writer and speaker. In his book, Freedom’s Just
Another Word, he touched me deeply with his powerful story of healing, hope and
forgiveness. And I so appreciate his radio spots, Minute to Freedom, which provide
us with nuggets of wisdom to carry with us along our journey. Having collaborated
with Dan on a couple of projects, I highly recommend him as a writer or speaker or
someone to partner with on an important venture.” April 16, 2010
Ellen Brown, Certified Professional Coach and Life Transitions Coach, Life Transitions Coaching

“I highly recommend Dan as a gifted author and public speaker. Dan is a brilliant,
sensitive writer, who's book Freedom's Just Another Word is touching thousands of
lives. Through sharing his personal story he helps readers discover deep rooted
issues that keep them imprisoned. Dan offers a powerful message of hope and
healing, through his writing and broadcasts.
Thanks to you my friend, for helping me figure out why I kept getting "stuck."” April
11, 2010
Catherine Darnell, Social Network Support Services, Emerging From Broken

